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With the Dira equation as its ore, relativisti

quantum mehanis predits that partiles show a high-

frequeny Zitterbewegung (ZB) even in free motion [1,

2℄. For a free eletron, the Dira equation predits the

ZB is so high in frequeny (ωZB ∼ 1021 Hz) and so

small in amplitude (AZB ∼ 10−12
m) that it is impos-

sible to observe it diretly with urrent experimental

tehniques [3℄. Though early studies on ZB were mainly

foused on eletrons, urrent researh has proved that

ZB phenomenon is atually not unique to eletrons, but

widely exists in ondensed matter systems with linear

dispersion suh as graphene [4℄, Weyl semi-metal [5℄,

topologial insulator [6℄ and other systems [7℄. A valid

Dira equation is shared by all these systems to desribe

the dynamial properties. With the progress of quantum

simulation tehnology, the simulation of ZB has been re-

alized on various quantum simulation platforms, suh as

phononi/photoni rystals [8℄, trapped ions [9℄, ultra-

old atoms [10℄.

Furthermore, J. A. Lok predited in 1979 that the

�nite-sized initial wavepaket will lead to the damp-

ing of ZB, i.e., the orresponding amplitude will deay

very fast over time [11℄. His predition has been veri-

�ed by theories [12℄ and experiments [9℄ in suession.

The �eeting existene of ZB makes it di�ult to ob-

serve in experiments. Besides, reent studies have found

that the introdution of the third-nearest-neighbor (N3)

hopping an hange the energy band struture, lead-

ing to Dira point metamorphosis [13℄, a growing num-

ber of researh onern relative systems with N3 hop-
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ping. It is natural to ask whether a quasi-�at band

struture an be produed by Dira point metamorpho-

sis, thereby reduing the di�usion rate of the quasi-

partiles and ultimately produing the long-lived ZB

phenomenon? To answer this question, we propose a

N3 Su�Shrie�er�Heeger (SSH) model whih features

not only the nearest-neighbor hopping, but also the N3

hopping.

As for old atomi lattie system, the standard SSH

an be implemented by loading rubidium atoms [14℄.

By introduing the auxiliary laser, one an e�etively

ontrol the N3 hopping. The low-energy e�etive Hamil-

tonian of the system an be obtained as

Heff = vxqxσx +

(

∆+
q2x
2m∗

)

σz , (1)

where vx denotes the e�etive light veloity in x di-

retion. ∆ is the gap parameter and m∗
is the e�etive

mass. The orresponding dynamial properties of quasi-

partiles in a N3 SSH lattie an be desribed by the

following equation of motion, i.e.,

i~
∂

∂t
Ψ = HeffΨ. (2)

In order to study the wavepaket dynamis of

quasipartiles in the N3 SSH lattie, we diretly

solve the equation of motion Eq. (2) with Hamiltonian

Eq. (1). Throughout the alulation, a universal Gaus-

sian wavepaket without initial veloity is onsidered as

the initial state, i.e.,

|Ψ(x)〉 = G(x)|Φ〉. (3)
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Numerially alulated probability distributions, |Ψ(x, t)|2, for ∆ = −1,−0.6,−0.2, 1, 0.6, 0.2 (from

panels (a) to (f)). Throughout the alulation, the width of the initial wavepaket L = 5, e�etive light veloity in x diretion

vx = 1 and the e�etive mass m∗ = 0.5

Visualized evolution of wavepaket is plotted in

Fig. 1a�f. As shown in the Fig. 1, the entroid of the

wavepaket exhibits periodi osillations whenever ∆ 6=

0, whih is the evidene of ZB e�et. To be spei�,

when ∆ < 0 (see Fig. 1a�), the attenuation of ZB ef-

fet dereases �rst and then inreases with the dereas-

ing ∆. Notably, one an see a stable ZB e�et when

∆ = −0.6 (see Fig. 1b), where the width (amplitude)

of wavepaket barely expands (dereases). On the other

hand, when ∆ > 0, no matter how the parameter ∆

hanges, the attenuation of ZB e�et is still very strong

and its life-span is very short. Then, in order to further

grasp the physial mehanism behind the long-lived ZB

phenomenon, the long-time average inverse partiipa-

tion rate and momentum distribution of the system are

alulated, and the orresponding energy band struture

of the system is disussed. The results of the theoreti-

al analysis show that the N3 SSH model has a unique

advantage over the standard SSH model, i.e., the intro-

dution of the N3 hopping an e�etively modulate the

energy band struture near the high symmetry point to

the quasi-�at band, thus restraining the di�usion of the

quasipartile wave pakets, whih in turn prolongs the

interferene time of the positive and negative branhes,

and �nally leads to the long-lived ZB phenomenon of

the system. Furthermore, we propose an experimental

sheme in old atomi system. Due to its easy aes-

sibility and high ontrollability, we hope the long-lived

ZB e�et predited here an be veri�ed experimentally

in the near future.

This is an exerpt of the artile �Emergent long-

lived Zitterbewegung in Su�Shrie�er�Heeger lattie

with third-nearest-neighbor hopping�. Full text of

the paper is published in JETP Letters journal.
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